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Figure 1. Multiple alignment of 25 SolGGPSs and putative positive selection sites location. Twenty-five SolGGPS sequences were aligned
by using Probcons and motified in ESPript online server. Some large insertion fragments of NbeGGPS1 and NbeGGPS3 were deleted for
more visibility. Three conserved motifs were located in the middle region of proteins and were conservative in all 25 sequences. Four
positive selection sites were detected in N-terminal region of proteins that are labelled as red arrows.
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Figure 2. Twenty putative motifs identified in all SolGGPSs by using MEME software. Multiple motifs are indicated by different colours.
Different motif numbers are shown in centre of motif boxes except motifs 10, 11, and 19, are clearly shown. Names of all the members
from different subclasses and combined subclass are provided on the left. The corresponding logos of each motif is shown in supplemental
figure 2.

Figure 3. The distribution of ω values among different consistent sites. The x-axis indicated consensus sites and y-axis indicated multiple
ω values, the ω values of different sites are extracted from rst file of site model M3 results manually, and uploaded into origin software to
draw line chart. Results showed that N-terminal and some mid regions shared more relax selection constraint than other parts.
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional structure of SlyGGPS1 protein. Three-dimensional structure of SlyGGPS1 protein was constructed in
Swiss-model (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/). Three site classes are labelled in different colours. Red indicated sites with high ω value
(ω2 = 0.97125), blue indicated sites with low ω value (ω0 = 0.01394) and green indicates sites with ω value of 0.19336. Three conserved
motifs (FARM, SARM and CxxxC) are shown as dots.
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